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By Aidan O'Sullivan



I've put this simple eBook together based on the 'Relationship
Action Plan' that we mentioned on Episode #041 of our podcast.

(thesuccessfulmentalist.com/podcast)
 

If you follow each step of this document, you will be able to set
up a simple yet powerful system that will enable you to look

after all of your clients and build incredible relationships that
will result in a lifetime of excellent gigs.

 
You can also take these points and apply them to any other

aspect of your life too so you can start to take meaningful and
intentional action towards your goals and interests.

Hi - I'm Aidan!

I'm a mentalist based in the UK and I use an
inventive blend of traditional magic & mentalism
methods alongside genuine psychology.

I am the Co-Founder of 'The Successful Mentalist'
alongside Ashley Green and I'm the Founder of the
company 'Stop Existing' (StopExisting.com)

My mission is to help every human being on the
planet to live an intentional life that they can truly
enjoy. What is your big mission?
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This PDF has been heavily inspired by the incredible work
of Keith Ferrazzi (Author of 'Never Eat Alone', 'Leading
Without Authority' and 'Who's Got Your Back')

Ferrazzi has redefined the modern day approach to
networking and his work has heavily inspired the drastic
changes made by both Aidan and Ashley within their
entertainment businesses and in TSM overall.

One part of his networking framework involves that of a
'Relationship Action Plan' - a simple system that will help
you to manage and maintain client relationships in a way
that will support your growth in the long-term.

We discussed this concept in Episode #041 of our podcast
and if you'd like to listen for free on your preferred
podcast provider, click the link below:

(https://thesuccessfulmentalist.captivate.fm/listen)

ARE YOU READY TO BUILD SOME 
INCREDIBLE RELATIONSHIPS?
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USE THIS AS AN EPISODE SUPPLEMENT 
To fully understand where the ideas in this PDF come from, you will
hugely benefit from listening to the podcast FIRST and then using
this PDF as a supporting document for what you've learned.

GRAB A NOTEPAD & PEN 
There is a lot of information covered in this episode and PDF and
you'll likely have your own ideas as you're working through this.
Take notes, jot down your own ideas and write EVERYTHING!

TAKE ACTION
This system and approach only works if you do. If you're not
prepared to follow along and do the work, you're wasting your
time. Simply put it down and do something else instead.

ASK US QUESTIONS!
If you don't fully understand any of the ideas covered in this episode
and would like to explore this further with us, simply drop us an
email with your questions! (Info@TheSuccessfulMentalist.com)

Before we start diving into the content, there are a few
important things that we need you to understand due to
the nature of the episode and it's content. 

In short, here it is:
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Now that you've decided to take on this powerful tool,
you need to identify the exact platform that you're going
to use for this client database.

At TSM, we are huge fans of Google Sheets, simply for the
ease of access. We don't need to download any new
softwares or features - it's all held online and is easy to
manage and maintain.

With that in mind, you can use a Microsoft Spreadsheet,
Word Document or even just the Notes app on your
preferred device, though it can become fairly complex so I
would advise a tabled database such as a spreadsheet.
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STEP 1 - CHOOSE
YOUR PLATFORM
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Contact Details (Name & Information)
Enquiry Information & Past Gigs (If Applicable)
Source Of Contact* (Where Did You Meet?)
Value Input* (How Else Can You Serve Them?)
Value Output* (How Else Can They Serve You?)
Relationship Quality* (Rate Your Connection From 1-5)
General Notes (Any Extra Information)

In this step, you're going to create your table/ template
based on the information that you'd like to store in this
database. 

Consider as much as you deem important and ignore the
things that you don't feel are particularly relevant.

Examples could include:

You might choose to add more columns and sections that
would help you to maintain these relationships to a
higher standard so use these basic categories as a
starting point and improve the system from there.

NOTE: The above categories marked with an asterisk (*)
are categories that we would strongly advise that you
measure and keep on your R.A.P. 

STEP 2 - PREPARE
YOUR TEMPLATE
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At this point, your R.A.P. should be ready to go, the only
piece of the puzzle missing is the client and lead
information. 

Simply add that information into your document and you
have the starting point for a powerful system that will
allow you to manage and maintain great relationships
with your clients!

ARE YOU FEELING LAZY?

I have prepared a very basic Google Sheets template that
you can directly copy, adjust, download and use yourself
if you'd like to bypass the 'Set-Up' stages of this process.

To access your copy of the TSM R.A.P Template, head over
to the following page and all of the information will be
sent to you via email straight away:

signup.thesuccessfulmentalist.com/rap
 

Enjoy!

STEP 3 - ADD YOUR
CLIENTS & LEADS

http://signup.thesuccessfulmentalist.com/rap
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Some clients will be particularly more important than
others at certain times. Consider your business objectives
and work out who your most important clients are and
begin to prioritise them.

Firstly, split your clients into 'Passive' and 'Active' sections
if you're using this R.A.P as your overall CRM database
and further segment your Active clients into a priority list.

The priority list should be an immediate reflection of your
business objectives and will also allow you to clearly see
where you need to allocate your resources and time
investment across your relationships.

For those that have downloaded the free TSM Template,
you'll notice that this section has already been completed
for you, with two different tabs for the Active/Passive
clients and three priority categories in the Active tab.

From here, the system is fairly self-explanatory.

Spend more time with your urgent priorities, spend less
time with the relationships that aren't as urgent and aim
to build deeper relationships with everyone on the lists.

STEP 4 - SEPARATE
AND PRIORITISE
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A Priorities (These are your most important leads. You
should aim to spend 80% of your relationship building
time on these contacts. This is a constant interaction)
B Priorities (These are important relationships but
don't require as frequent interaction as A Priorities.
This should account for 15% of your time) 
C Priorities (These are important relationships but they
don't need frequent contact. Simply staying in their
awareness is good enough for these priorities)

Now you've done the groundwork, you need to find ways
to build a connection and deepen your relationship with
each client on your lists.

Start by allocating your overall time investment towards
building these relationships. 

Remember, we're aiming to reduce marketing costs by
increasing the lifetime value of your leads. 

The more time you can allocate to these relationships, the
more money you will be saving in the long run.

From here, divide this up into your priority sections in the
following ways:

STEP 5 - YOUR TIME
ALLOCATION
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Let's briefly recap your position so far:

You have the leads and they are being stored in your
database. You've prioritised the relationships based on
your business objectives. You've allocated your time to
the relationships. You're ready to take action.

What does that actually look like?

Firstly, you'll need a combination of meetings, ongoing
virtual contact and social media connections. If you've
followed the method from Episode #040 of our podcast,
this shouldn't be a problem for you.

It's entirely up to you how you'll divide your time for these
meetings, events and contact points but you mustn't do
things 'because you have to' - they will see straight
through your plan and it will not go down well.

Instead, you MUST be authentic and genuinely 
interested in your clients. 

Open up to them first and lead with generosity and
intimacy to build the strong rapport that you need to
formulate a powerful relationship.

STEP 6 - DEFINE
YOUR INTERACTION

http://thesuccessfulmentalist.com/040
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SCHEDULE WEEKLY REVIEW TIME

GET REALLY SPECIFIC WITH CONTACT TIMES

INTEGRATE YOUR CALENDAR FUNCTIONS

Now you have this system, here are some little bonus
'tricks' that you can add to help make your process easier:

Most people will screw up this system because they fail to
actually USE it. Schedule some time every week to update
and actually use this system. Priorities will change, clients
will change so you'll need to keep your RAP up-to-date.

If you haven't added a column to add the details about
your weekly contact points for each client, you're missing
a really valuable tool. (We've added this into the free
template HERE: signup.thesuccessfulmentalist.com/rap)

Worried about forgetting to contact a client? Life happens
and mistakes like this can occur. A simple fix would be to
use your calendar to schedule notifications in addition to
your meetings and events. Seeing a notification at 11am
on a Thursday saying, 'TEXT JENNY', might just be the
message you need to use this system effectively.

STEP 7 - BONUS
'TRICKS'

http://signup.thesuccessfulmentalist.com/rap


Congratulations on completing your first Relationship
Action Plan! This is amazing progress and you're ready to
change the way your business operates for the better.

Together, we've only just scratched the surface of the real
approach to powerful networking and if you're looking
for more resources, I would highly recommend that you
check out the work of Keith Ferrazzi (KeithFerrazzi.com)

If you'd like us at The Successful Mentalist to share more
content about building relationships and networking,
reach out and let us know!

You can email us at info@thesuccessfulmentalist.com or,
for a faster response, you can drop us a private message
on our new Social-Learning Platform/App. 

We'd love you to sign up and join the platform,
(FOR FREE) here:

community.thesuccessfulmentalist.com

Enjoy your new relationships!

-Aidan

SOME CLOSING
THOUGHTS
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In this 14 day course, you'll learn EVERYTHING that you
might need to know about what it takes to perform online
and also finish the course with an incredible show that
you present to audiences across the globe. 

The course is structured with 14 days of content that
unlocks each day so that you can take some simple action
every day without the worry of 'information overload'
that you might get by binging.

You'll also gain lifetime access to the 'Mastering Online
Shows' network that you can communicate and connect
with, as well as being able to join in for monthly live calls
with Aidan O'Sullivan and Ashley Green and bonus guests
to dive deeper into the world of online shows.

Are you ready to take your show online?

http://community.thesuccessfulmentalist.com/

